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Today
Presentations on Thursday / Friday

7 groups will present on Thursday
entire 10:30 section (no 10:30 section Friday)
1 group from each other section

Have thoughtful questions for other groups
Be sure you prepare and rehearse

Team responsibility for the presentations
PPT(X) or PDF, embed fonts, happy to “check”

Paper Prototypes Due Monday, in Class Tuesday
In-Class Inspection Methods



Today
Examples / Tips / Critique for Presentations

In-Class Design Exercise



Introduce
Yourself



Title
Image
Value Proposition



Contractions
Typos



Typography 
Consistency



Typography 
Consistency



Widows
Orphans

Process vs. Results



Widows
Orphans



Widows
Orphans



Sense 
Breaks



Too Much Text



Too Much Text
Too Much “People”



Too Much Text



Too Much Text
“Process” Points Distract



Having Too Much Text
If you can read it

you probably will
we probably will

Be conversational, engaged
even when not talking

Notes are fine
but do not read them

Consider 
lorem ipsum 
placeholders



Slide Counts as Guidelines
Cramming too Much



Have the Right Text
“Overuse Injuries”



Pictures 
are Good



Pictures 
are Good



Pictures 
are Good



Pictures 
are Good

NounProject



In-Line References
Versus Bibliography Slide



Motivation of 
Participants



Focus on the 
Right Thing

One person still uses food journaling consistently 
and has a positive experience.
One person stopped food journaling because she 
reached her goal and had a nutritionist.
The third person loves taking pictures of her food 
and just seeing what she’s been eating.
Had them take us through their process during 
mealtime, motivations, difficult, benefits



Watch the 
Selling



Short 
Tasks



Short 
Tasks



Distracting



Speaking of Distractions
Whether correct or not, many things distract

Plural possessive
a posteriori

Anything that might be sensitive



Task Groups



Task Groups



Verb as Task



Verb as Task



Verb as Task



Consistency 
of Emphasis



Consistency 
of Emphasis



Consistency 
of Emphasis



Naming 
Designs



Naming 
Designs



Naming Designs versus Slide Title
Hierarchy of Information



Legibility 
of Sketches



Blurry Images



Low Contrast Images
Low Contrast Text



Distracting 
Background



Star People!
Hard to Follow



Pointing



Easier to Follow
Size / Clutter



Image 
Contrast
and Scale



Shadows



Artificially 
Increase 
Contrast



Background



Background



Many Screens 
on One Slide



Many Screens 
on One Slide



Fewer Screens,
Show Connections



Fewer Screens,
Show Connections



Highlighting



Highlighting



Highlighting



Highlighting



Highlighting



Highlighting



Transition 
as Animation



Transition 
as Animation



Transition 
as Animation



Transition 
as Animation



Transition 
as Animation



Transition 
as Animation



VIEWPROGRESS Interface 
Animation



PROBLEM

COFFEE -$3.49
MOVIES  -$11.20

ICE CREAM -$4.42
COFFEE -$3.89

DINNER -$7.79
COFFEE -$4.89
BOWLING  -$10.20

BRUNCH -$11.42
KIT KAT -$0.99

LUNCH -$5.49

BEER -$4.00

Gratuitous 
Animation



Check the 
Projector



Finishing 
Slide



Delivery Jessica 
and Jess



Timing
“An 8 minute time limit will be strictly enforced”

7:40 10:00
8:30 10ish
8:45 10:15
9:00 11:00
9:00 11:45
9:45 13:00

You have 7 minutes
We do not have this overflow



Today
Examples / Tips / Critique for Presentations

In-Class Design Exercise



In-Class Design, Prototype, Test
Design and prototype a touchscreen alarm clock to 
be deployed in a very high-end hotel brand. Your 
alarm clock should be immediately usable for tired, 
busy, or just-don’t-want-to-be-bothered travelers 
who will spend zero time learning your interface. 

In addition to displaying the current time, 
your design should include basic functionality for:

turning the alarm on/off
setting the wake-up time
anything else you think is appropriate

Guests will interact with the alarm via a touch panel.



Task Design is Important
The goal of a test is to figure out how a person 
interacts with an interface in the wild...

There are two possible explanations for why a 
test does not find significant problems:

The interface does not have significant problems

The test itself has significant problems



Task Design is Important
Testing is not entirely in the wild

As a part of focusing the test, you often need to 
give a person a somewhat artificial task

The artificiality of the task may influence how 
people interact with an interface...

...and thus may influence the outcomes and 
insights gained through user testing



Bad: Artificial Subgoals
People using the design “in the wild” 
may not necessarily form these same subgoals

The task should give one top-level goal, a people 
should form their subgoals while pursuing this

Now you want to choose the type of paper you want to print your 
document on. Lets imagine that Bin “B” has the paper you want to 
print your paper on, please complete this task.

Now set the darkness of your copies to about 50% dark.
After setting the darkness, you decide you want to print 2 sides of 
copies on two sides of paper. Please complete this task.



Bad: Artificial Ordering
Without an artificial ordering of information or 
subgoals, people might not proceed in this order

The ordering might also be biased towards the 
layout of the interface, which would conceal any 
problems with finding the appropriate control

- Enter in 10 copies, with lightness set to 10%.
- Choose 1 sided to 2 sided, use paper source bin A.
- Cover sheet needed, using paper bin B for cover sheet.
- Set stapling feature on and collating on.
- Start printing.



Bad: Changing the Task
The task is to make copies, and this happens to 
involve entering information in the copier interface

But this task description is an data entry task, 
“Here is some information. Put it in the interface.”

- Make 23 copies
- With collate
- Cover sheets
- Default darkness
- 1 Sided-> 1 Sided



Bad: Giving the Answers
Tells the person what terminology the interface 
uses, which they might not otherwise know

lighten = contrast, sorted = collated?

You are a teacher and are trying to make 40 copies of a one-sided 
magazine article that is 10 pages long for your class tomorrow. Due 
to the large number of copies, you print the article double-sided, in 
other words 10 page article would be printed on 5 sheets of paper. 
Due to the high contrast of the article, you must lighten the copy, in 
other words change the contrast. You then want the copies to be 
collated and stapled.



Good: Giving Context
Giving realistic context through scenarios 
can reduce the artificiality of the task

It’s your first day in the office, starting a new job. You would like to 
make some copies of several documents that your boss gave you to 
browse through. Your colleague in the next cubicle tells you that you 
need an access code to make copies. The code is 5150. You walk over 
to the copy machine at the end of the hall and realize that it is not the 
Xerox copier that you are accustomed too... Make 2 copies of the 
“Company Annual Report”.



Consider: Under-Specified Tasks
Many realistic goals are under-specified, as 
people have only a general idea what they want

By under-specifying the task, you can elicit 
realistic confusion and decision-making

You just finished fixing up the old hot rod in the garage and now its 
time to sell her. Make a couple copies of the pictures you took to 
send into the used car sales magazines. It’s ok that they’re in black 
and white but maybe you should lighten them up a bit. Your 
account billing code is 5150.



Task Design Summary
Task design is difficult and important

Poorly designed tasks mask interface failures

Have others help you “debug” them before testing
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